Phenology Network Leaders
Agenda and Discussion Guide
Wednesday, January 11, 2017
1 hour discussion –via GoToMeeting
Meeting began – 11:04 am Mountain/AZ
Present on the call: LoriAnne Barnett (NCO), Erin Posthumus (NCO), Leona Weinstein (McDowell Sonoran Preserve);
Beth Bisson (Signs of the Seasons); Georgia Murray (AT Seasons); Edessa Carr (CAPT); Suz Mrozak (Arnold Arboretum)
Celebrate an achievement!
- Beth Bisson – SOS - Hired an assistant coordinator who has great experience working in the field and in the
community. Good fit! Can help with data and training. Her name is Sara Randall starting in mid-Feb.
- Edessa Carr – CAPT – Started 2.5 years ago. Weekly data collection for the last year and a half. Strong
corps of volunteers who are meeting at the end of February to figure out how to keep the admin going. LA – is
going to help them design a sustainable plan, info which will be sharable when complete.
- Georgia Murray – Staff Scientist for AMC – doing pheno since 2003 in NH with alpine flowers. Project is
called “Mountain Watch”. Different iterations over the years, and migrated to using NPN database. Also
started NPS-AMC-NPN Partnership called AT Seasons a few years ago. Just had a NE Pheno Network
meeting with SoS, et al. in Maine. Exciting to get together with folks doing cit sci and research. Another
meeting on AT Seasons and their data (going back to 2014), Alyssa Rosemartin will be joining. The will be
looking at the data to see what they can say from it.
- Leona Weinstien – McDowell Sonoran Preserve – Steward for conservancy. Runs long term plan monitoring.
New phenology monitoring program at 4 trail heads in the preserve, and one at an outside park. Been
collecting data so far for 2 month. Going well. They engaged a volunteer Coordinator for each trailhead, and
gets everyone together with them and local botanist – go over phenophases, train new volunteers. Volunteers
go out once month. Creating phenophase photo guides. Monthly trainings for all of the new people.
- Suz Mrozak – Boston – Arnold Arb Tree spotter program – Volunteer, Volunteer coordinator – also
participated in the NE Pheno Network meeting. 11 different species of trees at the arboretum. Connected to
Lizzy Wolcovich’s work in Arboretum’s lab. Still in pilot mode. 200 people are trained in year and 3/4, but not
all wind up participating. Building a good core group of people. Trainings/refreshers in the spring. They host
“Spotting together” events – go out in a team to get people acclimated, go over what is happening with the
trees that are blooming and leafing. Have enough species that something is happening regularly through the
year. “Focus on phenology” monthly – other get togethers where they pick one specific tree, talk about tree
life cycle, use some arboretum data as well. Also does a monthly newsletter, social media and is making
phenophase photo guides.
- LoriAnne – don’t forget to send us phenophase photos if you want to share for our Flickr page!
https://www.flickr.com/photos/usa-npn_phenophases/
Discussion Topics:
th

1. Honorary Certification – deadline is Jan 20 to apply (not for submitting the work!) I will recirculate the link in the
email with the notes for this call. Beth and Esp will complete the app. Suz already has.
2. NPN is also trying to do some analysis of our “groups”. We’ve sent out an active survey and a non-active survey.
Hopefully you all received the “active” survey. Please fill out if you can and we will circulate the results.
3. How to best keep volunteers engaged – year-round. Notes below
TAKE AWAYS:
-

Cultivate relationships with respect
Be realistic about what you can do to manage them and what you are requiring them to do for you
Engage only volunteers who are “qualified” and interested in participating in your monitoring
program
Make sure it is fun for them
Provide opportunities to engage with local experts
Offer regular communication
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-

Develop a plan for communication and in-person engagement during the off season.

One word to describe working with volunteers
- Respect – Edessa – successful when respect that they bring their time and interest and knowledge.
Acknowledge them in many ways. Impatient volunteer, doesn't go over well, people will quit, but respect helps
understanding people from where they are. Cultivating relationships is important. Empowering them. 20
people, small group so it is manageable. Keep it personable.
- Be Realistic - Beth – need to do more learning from them about what makes this work or not work. Volunteer
retention is going to be a focus this year. Interactive events will be helpful. Be clear about what you need
them to do – need to be comfortable with technology – no capacity to enter data for others. Tell them what
they are signing up for. Setting appropriate expectations (Suz). Can be overwhelming – generating long-term
dataset. Info may not have an end date, not asking them to commit to a length of time, how do they make that
not feel overwhelming
- Fun – Leona – call it fun-ology when they are about there. Enjoying what they are learning, light and fun.
Realize that the data is important. They have people who can’t use the technology, so they have figured out
how they can get the data in there – designated one person to do it and they like it. Find that people like to
have a scientist, biologist, with someone who has a lot of knowledge about plants, like to ask people
questions. People like to be around folks who they can learn from, that makes it fun for them. Edessa – has to
be fun, agree! Love to have someone who is an expert, they have questions, so that’s a good idea. Leona
had a training yesterday – someone said that “I’m never going to look at a desert senna again!” (Suz) this is
why they added these programs this summer. Group walk with focus tree. Always someone from the lab there
and people really do like that b/c they can ask questions. Keeps them coming back. Once they come they
tend to come back to them.
- Management – Georgia – need the right volunteer pool that is right for the project. These projects are
only a part of what she does, so managing them is only a small part of what she does and that’s hard.
Finding other volunteer managers to help do that find more time to interact with volunteers. Need to
foster the relationships, have some core vols that keep coming back, but can always use more. Direct access
to her and being respectful, is helpful, she has one gentleman with whom she engages him at lunch time. He
enjoys getting to meet with her, as others have said meeting with a researcher or specialist is something that
keeps volunteers coming back. Growing beyond can happen with the right group of people.
- Communication (Suz) – finding the right balance between how communication much is necessary and
important. Sends out a newsletter to everyone who has been trained, even if they are not currently collecting
data. Find the right balance between too much and not too much (Edessa) how can the volunteers
communicate among themselves. Would like to share what they are learning with each other, etc. Facebook.
Looking for a forum – private facebook page works for Suz – but not everyone does facebook. Was helpful
last spring, people got really excited and took pictures and used it to show what they were seeing, and asking
questions. Didn’t use it as much later in the year… but people still post things, someone posted research
from arboretum etc. Suz puts stuff on there fairly regularly. Find an online site where you can share info, but
can’t be too technical otherwise no one will use is – They use one called “Teamwork”. Share point, basecamp
software are others, but don’t try to use these unless you have an IT person to help. Edessa – blog, anyone?
Wordpress for Lizzy’s lab. Don’t put too many channels for communication in. Arnold Arboretum Tree
Spotters facebook group – Suz can invite you to the group if you like! Facebook might be the easiest to post
info on, and can repurpose content from elsewhere easier. Beth – has a facebook page using similarly used
with two other facebook pages, cross linking, posts get picked up by national sea grant and shared. People
don’t often comment, but is also a nice way to link back to the blog. Would like to do more with it this season.
Seasonally is best, during growing season. Off season, seminars, with arboretum. Good things to plug in
during off time.

Pending discussion topics:
- Phenology advanced training topics (continued)
Thanks everyone!
Meeting Adjourned – 12:02 am Mountain/AZ time.
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